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Abstract
The publication is devoted to development of neogothic architecture in Russian Empire. The little-known facts concerning 
features of a shaping of architectural forms in neogothic stylistic of the XIX century are considered. The comparative analysis of 
domestic and foreign monuments of architecture of neogothic style is carried out. Features of development of neogothic park 
pavilions and utility constructions are accented.
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1. Introduction
In the XIX century in the structure of the imperial residences and country estates are spreading various park 
pavilions in the neo-Gothic forms. In the park there are ensembles of small architectural forms, and various 
ancillary outbuildings, using as a prototype European Gothic architecture. Interdependence of the architectural form 
with function is one of permanently open questions in the architectural theory [1-5].
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2. Park pavilions and farm buildings neo-Gothic style.
To begin consideration of park pavilions should be a complex of buildings in the Alexander Park of Tsarskoye 
Selo. Almost all the buildings of the park, built in the neo-Gothic forms, can be attributed to all-European neo-
Gothic style. Some of these buildings have features characteristic of the English Gothic architecture.
The earliest construction of the Alexander Park, built with the use of Gothic forms - is a
Farm (Fig. 1, architect A. Menelaws, 1818), and Lama pavilion (Fig. 2, architect A. Menelaws, I. A. Ivanov, 1820 -
1822). Farm in its appearance is distinct Gothic features, while the nature architectural forms of Lama pavilion
imitates a medieval fortification architecture.
Fig. 1. Farm. Alexander Park. 1818 Architect A. Menelaws. Drawing. Facade. Plan
Fig. 2. Lama pavilion. Alexander Park. 1820-1822. Architect A. Menelaws, I. A. Ivanov. facades
Special architectural expressiveness has a White Tower (Fig. 3.), built by architect A. Menelas in the 1821-
1827. This five-tiered tower, destined for training sessions and games sons of Nicholas I -
Alexander, Nicholas, Michael and Constantine, built on a European neo-Gothic style with a small admixture of 
classicism and the use of English Gothic forms. Gates Ruin located near the White Tower, are simulated gate of the 
fortress destroyed by artillery fire. At shape of the gate along with Gothic Romanesque features are 
present. Elephant (Krasnoselskaya) gate (Figure. 4, architect A. Menelaws, 1823-1826) are typical, but not 
widespread, an example of the application of stone facing in the construction of neo-Gothic gate.
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Fig. 3. White Tower. Alexander Park. Tsarskoye Selo. Architect A. Menelaws. 1821-1827. a) General view. Post card of early XX century, b) 
Facade. Plans.
Fig. 4. Elephant (Krasnoselskaya) gates. Alexander Park. Tsarskoye Selo. Architect A. Menelaws. 1823-1826. Project
Below given examples demonstrate the use of different building materials, despite the fact that they are 
located within a palace complex. So guardhouse (Fig. 5, architect A. Menelaws, 1825-1827) and elephant (not 
preserved) (Fig. 6, architect A. Menelaws, 1826-1828.) demonstrate the use of plaster and painting walls, and a
pensioner stable (Fig. 8, architect A. Menelaws, I.A. Ivanov, 1826 Alexander Park. Tsarskoye Selo) is made of red 
brick without additional finishing.
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Fig. 5. House with lions. Alexandria Park. Peterhof. Architect A. Menelaws. 1826-1829 Photo by author. 2010
Fig. 6. Elephant house. Alexander Park. Tsarskoye Selo. Architect A. Menelaws. 1826-1828. Drawing. Facades
Fig. 7. Pensioner stable. Alexander Park. Tsarskoye Selo. Architect A. Menelaws, I.A. Ivanov. 1826 Plans. Façade
Arsenal building (Fig. 8, b), architect A. Menelaws. A.A. Ton, 1830-1834 . Alexander Park. Tsarskoye 
Selo) had the exact prototype of the English architecture - chateau Shrubs Hill in Windsor (Fig. 8, a)). Shrubs Hill's 
image is available also on one of service dishes with a green frog of J. Wedgwood workshop. The crockery 
was ordered in England Catherine II. It is quite possible that this image was the factor that determined the shape 
of Arsenal, at the order of the project Nicholas I, who, no doubt, use the subject of this service.
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Fig. 8 a) Castle Shrubs Hill in Windsor, b) Arsenal. Alexander Park. Tsarskoye Selo.
Architect A. Menelaws, A. A. Ton. 1830-1834. Post card early XX century.
Fig. 9. Arsenal. Section. Plans. Alexander Park. Tsarskoye Selo. Architect A. Menelaws, A. A. Ton.
Wide stylistic variety show projects Auguste Montferrand Thus Lion Pavilion (Fig. 10, a), 1824 Ekateringof), in 
which the candy store was placed is an example of French Gothic forms, and the project farm 
in Ekateringof (Fig. 10, b), 1824), also like pavilion "Russian mountains" show eclecticism in the application of 
architectural forms, typical of the buildings end of the XVIII century. In the guise of a farm is a clear axial 
symmetry, the entire composite structure is built on the classic principle. In front detailing mixed features of Gothic 
and classical.
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Fig. 10. Architect O. Montferrand. Drawing. Façade a) Project of Gothic pavilion in Ekateringof 1823, b) Project of a farm in Ekateringof. 1824
Pavilion "Farm" (Fig. 11), remodeled by architect Carlo Rossi, in Tyarlevo (Pavlovsk, 1834), notable for the 
fact that is made of wood and this is an example of a fairly pure European Gothic style. Another example of 
a wooden building with Gothic motifs - Children's farm (architect A. Stakenschneider (?), 1828-1830., Alexandria 
Park in Peterhof), belonging to the same intra stylistic direction, but more eclectic. Neo-
Gothic is manifested primarily in the form of architectural details. Construction of the park at Peterhof, such as a 
house with lions (Fig. 5, architect A. Menelaws, 1826-1829.), Official Cavalier housing 
(architect A. Menelaws, 1826-1829.) Telegraph station (Fig. 12 Architect A. Menelaws, 1828-1830), the 
kitchen housing (architect A. Menelaws, 1829) show a similar principle in the formation of architectural shape. All 
these buildings have the ascetic facade detailing and are all-European neo-Gothic style with a slight influence 
of English.
Fig. 11. Pavilion "Farm" Pavlovsk. Tyarlevo. 1834 Architect C. Rossi. Postcard early XX century.
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Fig. 12. Telegraph Station. Alexandria Park. Peterhof. Architect A. Menelaws. 1828-1830. Author's photo, 2010.
Pavilion Renella (Fig. 13, architect A. Stakenschneider), also located and Alexandria Park, as well as above-
mentioned the Arsenal building (Fig. 8–9) had the exact prototype of Western architecture. During a traveling  
by Italy, Empress Alexandra Feodorovna liked pavilion, part of a complex of buildings in Palermo Tonnaru. Almost 
immediately were made sketches of the pavilion and sent to the architect A. Stakenschneider, who erected a
pavilion Renella to Peterhof Park. This pavilion had plan in the form of an elongated rectangle with octagonal
turrets at the corners.
Fig. 13. Pavilion Renella. Alexandria Park. Peterhof. Architect A. Stakenschneider 1846 a) Photo late XIX century, b) Drawing. facade
House gatekeeper and gate (Fig. 14) in Strelna, built in the estate of Count
A.F. Orlov (1833-1839) by architect P.S. Sadovnikov, are another example of the application forms of the 
late English Gothic. In the guise of home gatekeeper Gothic forms intertwined with the forms of the 
English Renaissance. In Orlov manor is also Gothic well (Fig. 15, architect P. S. Sadovnikov, 1830) an example 
of metal structures. Gothic well (Fig. 15, b)) in the Alexandria Park in 
Peterhof (architect A. Menelaws, 1835), also demonstrates the use of metal. Both wells are 
different and elaborate detailing are all-European neo-Gothic style.
Fig. 14. House gatekeeper and gate. Strelna. Architect P.S. Sadovnikov. 1833-1839. General view. Author's photo, 2010.
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Fig. 15. Gothic well. Author's photo, 2010. a) Strelna. Architect P. S. Sadovnikov. 1830th. General view, b) Alexandria park. Peterhof. 
Architect A. Menelaws.1835. General view.
Stable yard and Greenhouse in the A. F. Orlov Manor in Strelna, built in the 1840s., included in a single complex 
of buildings made of brick neo-Gothic style, but it is inherent in the 
eclectic buildings and some archaic interpretation of Gothic forms.
A unique example that has no analogues in the Russian neo-Gothic architecture, is a great Imperial Stables (Fig.
16–19) in Peterhof, built by the architect N.L. Benois. It is the largest neo-Gothic building in Russia, the length of 
its facade was about 200 meters, it is built in Neotudor style and is particularly filigree in the treatment 
of architectural details. It is actually a complex of buildings with four courts, two of which are internal, and two 
more - partially surrounded by a brick wall.
Fig. 16. The Great Imperial stables. Peterhof. Architect N. L. Benois. Version of the project of a facade of an arena. 1847-1852.
Fig. 17. The Great Imperial stables. Peterhof. Architect N. L. Benois. Version of the project of the main facade. 1847-1852.
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Fig. 18. The Great Imperial stables. Peterhof. Architect N. L. Benois. Author's photo, 2010. Version of the project of a facade of an arena,    
b) Main facade of an arena.
Fig. 19. The Great Imperial stables. Peterhof. Architect N. L. Benois. 1847-1855. Author's photo 2011. a) Façade, b) Arena interior
Some of the estate during the romantic historicism become neo-gothic features only partially. For example, in the 
estate may appear neo-Gothic gates, such as the Mstsikhovsky's estate, or in the estate in the village 
of Nadneman, or as in the estate Puslovsky (Fig. 20).
Fig. 20. a) Puslovsky's estate. Starie peski. Beryozovsky area. Brest region. Main gate. Middle XIX century. Photo of early XXI century. 
b) Puslovsky's estate. Starie peski. Beryozovsky area. Brest region. Gate. Middle XIX century. Photo of early XXI century.
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In a country estate there are other neo-Gothic buildings, such as stables in the estate Ostashevo (Fig. 21, 1840s.), 
Built in the all-European neo-Gothic style. This building constructed from brick, has an asymmetrical plan. Over the 
whole complex of buildings is dominated by a high four-tiered tower, square in plan, flanked on both sides by walls 
with decorative buttresses, giving it greater monumentality. Unusual building, constructed in the forms in the all-
European neo-Gothic manor house is a glacier in Chechetov "Zadveya" (XIX century). The main facade of this 
building has a promising portal framed by concentric archivolts, and the remaining facades decorated rose 
windows. In general, this building resembles a small chapel-tomb.
Fig. 21. Ostashevo estate. Stables,1840th. a) General view. Photo XXI century, b) Plan
3. Conclusions
At the second stage of development of neogothic architecture in our country there is a change in the principles of 
a shaping and application of architectural details, and also in what historical prototypes serve as a sample for new 
neogothic architecture now. Neogothic style of the XIX century in completely created form is shown in architectural 
practice in the 1820th. During this period Gothic forms of new buildings come nearer to the historical prototype. In 
20 – the 30th of the XIX century there was a search of national style in architecture of Russia. And neogothic style 
took the dominating position at this time, only later having lost it, having given way to official neorussian style.
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